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P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 2the main result. The last setion ontains an example of these relations.2. PreliminariesIn this artile we take a look at a generalization of a relation between OP on the unit irle andOP on the real interval [�1; 1℄. Szeg}o proved the following [3, Theorem 11.5, p. 294℄.Theorem 2.1. Let u(x) be a weight funtion on the interval [�1; 1℄ and letw(�) = u(os �)j sin �j:Further let fpn(x)g and fqn(x)g be the sets of polynomials whih are orthonormal on [�1; 1℄ withrespet to u(x) and (1 � x2)u(x) respetively, and let f�n(z)g be the orthonormal set assoiated withw(�) on z = ei�. Then, by writing x = 12(z + z�1), we have for n � 1pn(x)= (2�)�1=2�1 + �2n(0)�2n �� 12 fz�n�2n(z) + zn�2n(z�1)g= (2�)�1=2�1� �2n(0)�2n �� 12 fz�n+1�2n�1(z) + zn�1�2n�1(z�1)g;qn(x)= (2=�)1=2�1� �2n+2(0)�2n+2 �� 12 z�n�1�2n+2(z)� zn+1�2n+2(z�1)z � z�1= (2=�)1=2�1 + �2n+2(0)�2n+2 �� 12 z�n�2n+1(z)� zn�2n+1(z�1)z � z�1 :Here �n denotes the oeÆient of zn in �n(z).Before we state the generalization of this theorem to deal with orthogonal rational funtions weintrodue some notation where we try to stay lose to the notation in [2℄.With R, R̂ and C we denote the real line, the extended real line and the omplex plane, respe-tively. We also use the following sets D = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g;T= fz 2 C : jzj = 1g;E = fz 2 C : jzj > 1g;I = [�1; 1℄;I= R̂n I:The bar-notation denotes a omplex onjugate.We will have to make the distintion between omplex and real funtions. We will use the variablex as a real variable and z as a omplex variable.Let u be a weight funtion on I with inner produthf; giu = Z 1�1 f(x)g(x)u(x)dx:With this u we an de�ne a weight funtion w on [��; �℄ as w(�) := u(os �)j sin �j, with inner produthf; giw = 12� Z ��� f(ei�)g(ei�)w(�)d�:



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 3Suppose that � = f�0; �1; �2; : : :g � D , with �0 = 0, and � = f�0; �1; �2; : : :g � I, with �0 =1,are given. We an now de�ne the Blashke fators.real: Z0(x) = 1; Zi(x) = x1� x=�i ; i > 0;omplex: �0(x) = 1; �i(z) = z � �i1� �iz ; i > 0:With these Blashke fators we an de�ne Blashke produts (n � 0).real: bn(x) = Z0(x)Z1(x) � � �Zn(x);omplex: Bn(z) = �0(z)�1(z) � � ��n(z);and spaes of rational funtionsreal: Lrn = spanfb0(x); b1(x); : : : ; bn(x)g;omplex: Ln = spanfB0(z); B1(z); : : : ; Bn(z)g:We de�ne the para-hermitian onjugate of a omplex funtion g asg�(z) = g(1=z):Note that for z on T this oinides with the omplex onjugate: g�(z) = g(z), z 2 T. Now we ande�ne the following (omplex) spaesLn� = spanfB0�(z); B1�(z); : : : ; Bn�(z)g:This allows us to de�ne spaes of rational funtions that generalize the notion of Laurent polynomials.For m and n nonnegative integers, denoteRm;n = Lm� + Ln:Note that Bn� = 1=Bn, whih we denote as B�n and hene Rm;n = spanfB�m; : : : ; B�1; 1; B1; : : : ; Bngand R0;n = Ln. When all �k = 0, then Rm;n = �m;n, a spae of Laurent polynomials and Ln = �n,a spae of ordinary polynomials.With the sequene �, we assoiate the sequene~� = f~�0; ~�1; ~�2; ~�3; ~�4; : : :g = f�0; �1; �1; �2; �2; : : :g;i.e., ~�0 = �0 and ~�2k = ~�2k�1 = �k, k = 1; 2; : : :. The assoiated Blashke fators and produtsare denoted with a tilde. Thus ~B2n = (Bn)2 and ~B2n+1 = BnBn+1. Furthermore, the orrespondingspaes spanned by f ~B0; ~B1; : : : ~Bng are denoted as ~Ln.We now introdue the orthogonal rational funtions. With the weight funtion u(x) on I , weobtain by orthonormalization of the basis fbn(x)g a system of orthonormal rational funtions fpn(x)g.



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 4With the weight funtion w, we obtain by orthogonalization of the basis f ~Bn(z)g a sequene oforthonormal rational funtions on the unit irle that we denote as f~�n(z)g.The natural rational generalization of the orthogonal Laurent polynomials is to orthogonalize(with respet to the weight funtion w) the basisB0; B1; B�1; B2; B�2; : : : or B0; B�1; B1; B�2; B2; : : :whih generate the nested sequenes R0;0 � R0;1 � R1;1 � R1;2 � R2;2 � � � � and R0;0 � R1;0 �R1;1 � R2;1 � R2;2 � � � � respetively. In the �rst ase, this gives rise to an orthogonal system f�ngand in the seond ase we �nd an orthogonal system f�ng. These orthogonal funtions were studiedin [1℄. It is shown there that �2m = Bm ~�2m� and �2m+1 = Bm� ~�2m+1while for the �n we have �2m = Bm� ~�2m and �2m+1 = Bm ~�2m+1�:Note that �2m = �2m� and �2m+1 = �2m+1�. Thus we an ontinue using only �m, disregarding �m.For further properties and reurrene relations of these ORFs we refer to [1℄.Finally, with u, we an also assoiate an array of varying weight funtions vk on I de�ned byvk(x) := [(�2k � 1)(�2k+1 � 1)℄1=2(1� x2)j(�k � x)(�k+1 � x)j u(x):We also allow values �k = 1. To see what happens in that ase, divide by �k in numerator anddenominator and let �k tend to in�nity. Note that if all �k = 1, i.e., in the polynomial ase, thenvk(x) = (1 � x2)u(x) does not depend on k. In the general rational ase however, we shall have todeal with a varying measure. The orthonormal rational funtions with respet to vn are denoted asfqn(x)g. By orthonormality with respet to the varying measure vk it is meant that for all n = 0; 1; : : :Z 1�1 qn(x)xkvn(x)dx = 0; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1;and Z 1�1 jqn(x)j2vn(x)dx = 1:We also assume that the orthonormal funtions ~�n are normalized suh that their leading oeÆientswith respet to the basis f ~Bkg are positive.These settings are de�ned for general � and �. In the next setion we will disuss the relationbetween the two, whih is neessary for a relation between fpn(x)g; fqn(x)g, f~�n(z)g, f�n(z)g, andf�n(z)g.3. Plaement of the polesWe want to �nd the orthonormal rational funtions fpn(x)g and fqn(x)g in terms of the or-thonormal rational funtions f�n(z)g. Let us only look at the pn. The qn will give rise to an analogueondition as mentioned later on. Thus we want the following orthogonality onditions to be satis�ed.Z 1�1 pn(x)bk(x)u(x)dx = 0; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1: (3.1)



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 5We now use the Joukowski transformation x = 12(z + z�1), where z = ei�, and � = �� to �nd(k = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1) � Z 0�� pn(os �)bk �z + 1=z2 �u(os �) sin �d� = 0;Z �0 pn(os �)bk �1=z + z2 �u(os �) sin �d� = 0:When we ombine these we �nd the following suÆient ondition to satisfy (3.1).Z ��� pn(os �)bk �z + 1=z2 �w(�)d� = 0; k = 0; : : : ; n� 1: (3.2)What we will need is a link between the real Blashke produts bk(x) and the omplex Blashkeproduts Bj(z), whih results in a ondition on the plaement on the poles as shown in Lemma 3.1.A �rst remark: if we do want the integral R 1�1 pn(x)u(x)dx to exist (it has to be zero for k > 0)without speial onditions on the weight funtion, we should avoid singularities of the integrand, i.e.,we have to plae the points � outside the interval I . If we want furthermore the funtions pk to bereal on the real interval I , it is a most natural hoie to also make the � real. Thus we should have� � I.We �rst look at the relation between real and omplex Blashke fators, whih will give a onditiononerning the plaement of the poles. The following lemma says that the Blashke fator Zk an bewritten as a linear ombination of �k ; �0 and ��1k . Note also that if we want � � I we need that� � I .Lemma 3.1. With the above notations onsider the Blashke fators Zk(x) and �k(z), where � � Iand ~� some arbitrary sequene in D . Then there exist onstants A and B only depending on ~� and �suh that Zk �z + 1=z2 � = A~�2k(z) +B + A~��12k�1(z);i� the points ~�k and �k satisfy (k > 0)~�2k = ~�2k�1 and �k = ~�2k�1 + 1=~�2k2 : (3.3)Setting �k = ~�2k = ~�2k�1, then the above relation readsZk �z + 1=z2 � = A�k(z) +B + A��1k (z);with �k = (�k + 1=�k)=2, and the expliit forms of the onstants A and B areA = (1 + �2k)22(1� �2k)2 and B = 2�k(1 + �2k)(1� �2k)2 :Proof. For the real Blashke fator Zk we �ndZk �z + 1=z2 � = z + 1=z2� z+1=z�k = ��k(z2 + 1)z2 � 2�kz + 1 :The denominator of this expression has the following fatorizationz2 � 2�kz + 1 = �z � (�k �q�2k � 1)��z � (�k +q�2k � 1)� :



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 6If �k > 1, we hoose ~�2k�1 = �k�q�2k � 1 2 I and 1=~�2k = �k+q�2k � 1 2 I, otherwise, if �k < �1,we hoose ~�2k�1 = �k +q�2k � 1 2 I and 1=~�2k = �k �q�2k � 1 2 I. This yields in both ases therelation (3.3). The linear ombination is now easily veri�ed by looking at the oeÆients of the powersof z in the numerator. �It is now easy to see that if the ondition on the plaement of the poles (3.3) is satis�ed, thenthe real Blashke produt bk(x) is a linear ombination ofB�k ; B�(k�1); : : : ; B�1; 1; B1; : : : ; Bk�1; Bk:Thus bk((z + z�1)=2) 2 Rk;k. To satisfy (3.1) it is suÆient to satisfyZ ��� pn(os �)Bk(ei�)w(�)d� = 0; k = �(n� 1); : : : ; n� 1: (3.4)By the fat that � � I, we also know that pn and qn have real oeÆients with respet to thebasis fbkg [2, Lemma 11.1.1℄. Thus it is easily seen (pn is real and Bk� = Bk on T) that the onditionsfor positive and negative k in (3.4) are the same.Beause w is even and � � I it follows that the ORF ~�n also has real oeÆients with respet tothe basis ~Bk as stated in the next lemma.Lemma 3.2. Suppose that w is even. If � � I, then ~�n has real oeÆients with respet to the basisf ~B0; ~B1; : : :g. Thus ~�n(z) = nXi=0 ~ai ~Bi(z); with ~ai 2 R:Proof. First we notie that for the Blashke produts ~Bk(z) the following holds~Bk(z) = ~Bk(z): (3.5)We prove this lemma by indution on n.For n = 0 we �nd ~�0(z) = ~�0 ~B0(z), with ~�0 > 0.Suppose that it is valid for i < n. Then we �nd from the Gram-Shmidt proedure~�n(z) = ~'n(z)jj ~'njj ; with ~'n(z) = ~Bn(z)� n�1Xi=0 D ~Bn; ~�iEw ~�i(z):It is suÆient to prove that D ~Bn; ~�iEw 2 R. From the fat that w is even and (3.5), we �ndD ~Bn; ~�iEw = 12� Z ��� ~Bn(z)~�i(z)w(�)d�= 12�Z ��� ~Bn(z)~�i(z)w(�)d�= 12�Z ��� ~Bn(z)~�i(z)w(�)d�= 12�Z ��� ~Bn(z)~�i(z)w(�)d� = D ~Bn; ~�iEw:This onludes the proof. �



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 7For the qn it is suÆient to see that with z = ei�vn(x)= [(�2n � 1)(�2n+1 � 1)℄1=2(1� x2)j(�n � x)(�n+1 � x)j u(x)= �14 ��n(z)� �n�(z)���n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)�u(x):Thus the following relation is the analogue of (3.4): qn is orthogonal to Lrn�1 with respet to theweight vn i� it holds for k = �(n� 1); : : : ; n� 1 thatZ ��� qn(os �)Bk(ei�)��n(ei�)� �n�(ei�)���n+1(ei�)� �n+1�(ei�)�w(�)d� = 0: (3.6)Again we have to hek this only for nonpostitive k. The ase of nonnegative k is the same.4. Main resultNow we are able to state our main result.Theorem 4.1. Suppose the weight funtions u; vk and w, with orthonormal rational funtions pn; qnand ~�n respetively, are de�ned as above. Also de�ne the orthogonal rational funtions �n as before.If further the points � � I and � � I satisfy (3.3), then the following relations holdpn(x)= (2�)�1=2(1 + ~�2n(�n)~�2n )� 12 fBn�(z)~�2n(z) +Bn(z)~�2n�(z)g= (2�)�1=2�1 + �2n�(�n)�2n(�n) �� 12 f�2n�(z) + �2n(z)g= (2�)�1=2(1� ~�2n(�n)~�2n )� 12 fBn�1�(z)~�2n�1(z) +Bn�1(z)~�2n�1�(z)g= (2�)�1=2�1� �2n�(�n)�2n(�n) �� 12 f�2n�1(z) + �2n�1�(z)g;qn(x)=CnBn+1�(z)~�2n+2(z)�Bn+1(z)~�2n+2�(z)�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)=Cn�2n+2�(z)� �2n+2(z)�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)=DnBn�(z)~�2n+1(z)�Bn(z)~�2n+1�(z)�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)=Dn�2n+1�(z)� �2n+1(z)�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z) :Here ~�n = ~Bn(z)~�n�(z)���z=~�n denotes the leading oeÆient, i.e., the oeÆient of ~Bn(z) in the expan-sion of ~�n(z) with respet to the basis f ~B0; ~B1; : : : ; ~Bng. The oeÆients Cn and Dn have the followingexpliit formCn= (2=�)1=2�1� �2n+11� �2n �1=2 �8<:z � �n+1z � �n ~�2n+2(z)2w � Re D z��n+1z��n ~�2n+2(z); z��n+1z��n ~k2n+2(z; �n+1)Ew~�2n+2 9=;�1=2



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 8Dn =Cn�~�2n+2 � ~�2n+2(�n+1)~�2n+2 + ~�2n+2(�n+1)�1=2;where ~kn(z; t) denotes the reproduing kernel of Ln. If all the �i are the same or more general if�n = �n+1, then the oeÆients Cn and Dn simplify onsiderable.Cn= (2=�)1=2(1� ~�2n+2(�n+1)~�2n+2 )� 12Dn= (2=�)1=2(1 + ~�2n+2(�n+1)~�2n+2 )� 12 :Proof. The even lines in these equalities are equal to the lines just preeeding it by introduing thede�nition of the �k . So we have to prove only the odd lines.First we look at pn. For the orthogonality we have to prove that (3.1) holds and for the normal-ization we have to prove that Z 1�1 p2n(x)u(x)dx = 1: (4.1)To prove the orthogonality (3.1) , we need to verify (3.4). We �nd with z = ei� and x = z+1=z2 , thatfor k = 0; : : : ; n� 1, there is some onstant C suh thatZ ��� pn(os �)Bk�(z)w(�)d�= C Z ��� hBn�(z)Bk�(z)~�2n(z) +Bn(z)Bk�(z)~�2n�(z)iw(�)d�= C Z ��� [Bk�(z)�2n�(z) + Bk�(z)�2n(z)℄w(�)d�= 2�C [h1=Bk; �2niw + h�2n; Bkiw℄ = 0:This last equality follows beause k � n � 1 and hene 1=Bk and Bk are in Rn�1;n�1 while �2n isorthogonal to that spae.It remains to hek the normalization (4.1). We haveZ �0 jBn�(z)~�2n(z) + Bn(z)~�2n�(z)j2w(�)d�=2� +Re�Z ��� Bn�(z)~�2n(z)Bn(z)~�2n�(z)w(�)d��=2� +Re�Z ��� ~�2n(z) ~B2n(z)~�2n�(z)w(�)d��=2� + 2� D~�2n; ~��2nEw=2� + 2� ~�2n(�n)~�2n :The last line follows from [2, Theorem 2.2.3℄ whih states that ~�2n ~��2n(z) = ~k2n(z; �2n), where ~k2n(z; t)denotes the reproduing kernel of L2n.The seond relation for pn follows easily from~�2n(z) = ~�2n~�2n�1 24 ~��2n(�n)~�2n z � �n1� �nz ~�2n�1(z) + ~�2n(�n)~�2n ~��2n�1(z)35



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 9whih is derived from [2, p. 77, formula (4.8)℄. This formula allows to write ~�2n in terms of ~�2n�1 and~�2n�1�. When this is introdued in the previous formula for pn, the seond formula follows.For the qn we have to hek the orthogonality by verifying (3.6). We have with z = ei� andx = os �, that there is a onstant C suh that for k = 0; : : : ; n� 1,qn(x)Bk�(z)(�n(z)� �n�(z))(�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z))4= C(�n(z)� �n�(z))Bk�(z) [�2n+2�(z)� �2n+2(z)℄ :Beause k � n� 1, (�n(z)� �n�(z))Bk�(z)2Rn;n:Thus, beause �2n+2 is orthogonal to Rn;n and so is �2n+2 = �2n+2�, we �nd that the ondition of(3.6) holds. To hek the normalization of the qn, we proeed as in the ase of the pn. Sine exatlythe same arguments as in the ase of pn are used, we leave this to the reader. Also the fourth oddrelation is dedued from [2, p. 77, formula (4.8)℄ as in the ase of pn. �Remark 4.2. Beause �2n�(z) + �n�2n(z) for �n 2 T is a para-orthogonal rational funtion, we knowthat it has 2n simple zeros on the unit irle [1℄. Beause the oe�ients are real these zeros appearin omplex onjugate pairs or are real. But the zeros of ~�2n(z) are stritly inside the open unit disk,so ~�2n(1) 6= 0, and therefore also �2n(1) = �2n�(1) 6= 0. Hene �2n�(1) + �2n(1) 6= 0, and thus also�2n�(�1) + �2n(�1) 6= 0. In other words the zeros appear in pairs of omplex onjugate numbers onthe unit irle. Suppose they are e�i�k , k = 1; : : : ; n then xk = os �k, k = 1; : : : ; n are the zeros ofpn(x). This means that the zeros of pn(x) are all stritly inside the open interval (�1; 1).A similar argument an be used for qn(x), but now z = �1 do belong to the zeroset of thepara-orthogonal rational funtion �2n+2(z)� �2n+2�(z). But the denominator �n(z)� �n�(z) also hasthe zeros z = �1, (in fat these are the only ones) and thus, �1 will anel out as zeros of qn(x), thusagain the zeros of qn(x) are stritly inside (�1; 1).These remarks are obvious in the light of the fat that the numerators of the orthogonal rationalfuntions an be onsidered as the polynomials orthogonal to positive varying measures.Remark 4.3. It is remarkable that qn belongs to Lrn, and this does only depend on �1; : : : ; �n andnot on �n+1, thus not on �n+1. However, the varying measure for whih there is orthogonality doesdepend on �n+1 and also the expressions for qn in our main theorem depend on �n+1, hene on �n+1.In the latter this does anel out in numerator and denominator. So if we are interested in qn (up toa onstant) for a �xed n, then we ould as well hoose �n+1 = 0 and thus �n+1 = 1. In that asevn(x) beomes vn(x) = (1� x2)p�2n � 1j�n � xj u(x):The inverse relations an also easily be ahieved as shown in the following orollary.Corollary 4.4. Suppose the weight funtions u; vk and w, with orthonormal rational funtions pn; qnand ~�n respetively, are de�ned as above. If further the points � � I and � � I satisfy (3.3), thenthe following relations hold2Bn�(z)~�2n(z) =Apn �12(z + 1=z)�+ C(�n(z)� �n�(z)qn�1 �12(z + 1=z)� ;



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 102Bn(z)~�2n�(z) =Apn �12(z + 1=z)�� C(�n(z)� �n�(z)qn�1 �12(z + 1=z)� ;2Bn�1�(z)~�2n�1(z) =Bpn �12(z + 1=z)�+D(�n(z)� �n�(z)qn�1 �12(z + 1=z)� ;2Bn�1(z)~�2n�1�(z) =Bpn �12(z + 1=z)��D(�n(z)� �n�(z)qn�1 �12(z + 1=z)� :The onstants A, B, C and D are real and their expliit form is as followsA=p2�n1 + ~�2n(�n)~�2n o1=2;B =p2�n1� ~�2n(�n)~�2n o1=2;C =C�1n�1;D=D�1n�1:Proof. The result is easily dedued by ombining the formulas for pn and qn�1 of Theorem 4.1. �5. An exampleThe simplest possible example is to take w(�) = 1 and hene u(x) = 1=p1� x2. The orthogonalrational funtions on the irle with respet to the Lebesgue measure are given by~�n(z) = ~�n z ~Bn(z)z � ~�n = 8>><>>:~�2k zBk�1(z)Bk(z)1� �kz ; n = 2k~�2k�1 zB2k�1(z)1� �kz ; n = 2k � 1:Aording to our main theorem, with z = ei� and x = os �, we havepn(x) =An �zBn�1(z)1� �nz + 1(z � �n)Bn�1(z)�=An "z(z � �n)Qn�1j=1 (z � �j)2 + (1� �nz)Qn�1j=1 (1� �jz)2Qnj=1(z � �j)Qnj=1(1� �jz) #=An "z�(n�1)(z � �n)Qn�1j=1 (z � �j)2 + zn�1(z�1 � �n)Qn�1j=1 (z�1 � �j)2Qnj=1(z � �j)Qnj=1(z�1 � �j) #=An " �n(z) + �n�(z)Qnj=1(z � �j)Qnj=1(z�1 � �j)#where An = (2�)�1=2(1 + �nB2n�1(�n)1� �2n )�1=2 ~�2nis a normalizing onstant and �n(z) = z�(n�1)(z � �n) n�1Yj=1(z � �j)2:



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 11It is easily heked that if �k 6= 0 and with �k = (�k + ��1k )=2,(z � �k)(z�1 � �k) = 2�k(x� �k):This expression is just 1 when �k = 0. Thus, writing Kn = Cn=Ql(2�l) where �l runs over all nonzero�k 's, we have pn(x) = Kn�n(z) + �n�(z)Qnj=1(x� �j) :If we write �n(z) = nXk=�(n�1) kzk ; n = 1;then the numerator equals�n(z) + �n�(z)= nXk=�(n�1) k(zk + z�k)= 2 nXk=�(n�1) k osk� = 2 n�1Xk=1(k + �k) osk� + 20 + 2 osn�= 2 n�1Xk=1(k + �k)Tk(x) + 2(Tn(x) + 0);where Tk(x) = os k� are the Chebyshev polynomials of the �rst kind.As an example, take �k = 0 for k � 2 and �1 = �, then�n(z) + �n�(z) = zn � 2�zn�1 + �2zn�2 + �2z�(n�2) � 2�z�(n�1) + z�n:Thus the numerator of pn(x) is 2�Tn(x)� 2�Tn�1(x) + �2Tn�2(x)�.If we have two nonzero �'s, namely �1 = ��2 = � 6= 0, then�n(z) + �n�(z) = zn � 2�2zn�2 + �4zn�4 + �4z�(n�4) � 2�2z�(n�2) + z�n:Hene the numerator of pn(x) is 2�Tn(x)� 2�2Tn�2(x) + �4Tn�4(x)�.Similar arguments lead to the result thatqn(x) = C 0n " �n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)Qnj=1(z � �j)Qnj=1(z�1 � �j)(z � z�1) :#for an appropriate onstant C 0n and with �n(z) as before. This implies that for some onstant K0nqn(x) = K 0n [�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)℄=[z � z�1℄Qnj=1(x� �j) :If we expand �n+1(z) as before, then�n+1(z)� �n+1�(z)z � z�1 = n+1Xk=�n k zk � z�kz � z�1= nXk=1(k � �k)sin k�sin � + sin(n+ 1)�sin �= n�1Xk=0(k+1 � �(k+1))Uk(x) + Un(x);



P. Van guht, A. Bultheel / Relation between ORF on the unit irle and an interval 12where Uk�1(x) = sin k�= sin � is a Chebyshev polynomial of the seond kind.For example, if �1 = � 6= 0 and �k = 0 for k � 2, then the numerator of qn(x) is Un(x) �2�Un�1(x) + �2Un�2(x). If �1 = ��2 = � 6= 0 and all other �k 's are zero, then the numerator ofqn(x) is Un(x) � 2�2Un�2(x) + �4Un�4(x). Note also that if all the �k are zero, then qn = Un. If�n = 0, then orthogonality of the qn holds with respet to the weight funtion vn(x) = p1� x2, whihis independent of n.Referenes[1℄ A. Bultheel, P. Gonz�alez-Vera, E. Hendriksen, and O. Nj�astad. Orthogonal rational funtions and interpolatoryprodut rules on the unit irle. I. Reurrene and interpolation. Analysis, 18:167{183, 1998.[2℄ A. Bultheel, P. Gonz�alez-Vera, E. Hendriksen, and O. Nj�astad. Orthogonal rational funtions, volume 5 of CambridgeMonographs on Applied and Computational Mathematis. Cambridge University Press, 1999.[3℄ G. Szeg}o. Orthogonal polynomials, volume 33 of Amer. Math. So. Colloq. Publ. Amer. Math. So., Providene,Rhode Island, 4rd edition, 1975. First edition 1939.


